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BABEL

no no YES no no

NO. 
We hear you, stop shouting. 
We hear your machinations and your smoke-
filled ruminations. 
NO.
You have sound bitten our words, so we use 
them only under duress. 
Nevertheless, they are sound. 
YES.
NO2U2, (B)devil(led)-texters and wireless 
ghouls. 
UR lost in location 
(no where? O2)
Nowhere for you then, 
nowhere 4U now. 
You cost us souls with your manifest pretexts.
YES. 
We have GPS-located your barracks, your mess. 
We have sown your badges to our chests.
NO. 



We fear you, stop shouting. 
We fear your hypnagogic distractions and your 
choke-hold contractions. 
NO.



Nancy Burr

impossible correspondence 3



impossible correspondence 2



Lanny Quarles

you made my day claude pelieu sunshine 
revolver 

 
with
  Anxiety Dragon Bathtub Larva Suitcase Puppet 
Theatre
  
  Advocatoes turn brown without lemond &
  
  new sandals for club footed saviors
  are cut down from their pecking wheels
  with vulture chicks like mauve maggots
  squirming in exploding ochre wounds
  with traffic sores like mardi gras foaming:
  
  ala-din transformable'
  
  "-forges
  carnage of hydraulic brakes
  the cyclist inspects his warts



                                         on 
the runway he'll bump into the
                                         evil 
mirror
  & will drop dead here in Explosive Yellow 
Ochre
  
Hypnosis
  
bath of
  
Largactyl/
  which oddly enough is an Amebix song
  that really captures nothing (loud, blurred 
bluk, capsule, hopital)
  but some oddly defined chemical mistake
  
  
  
Thalidomind-Chicken-chassis-head
  
  
rolling over in a prison 1967 oily green flux 
of
  full-speed 3 "SI" Sun-Clot Spider
  
  
a divine and sensual odalalisque
  
                                     built 
from bloated corpses
  
  rouged with chili, paprika, and tumeric



  
  and baked pink  like gargantuan bicycle-
stuffed prawns                   in Explosive 
Yellow Ochre
  
  which is something they mine from the skulls 
of Lautreamont and Rimbaud
  whose gravesex Pélieu orchestrates from the 
grave with his calligraphic keyboard
  attached to the hurtling skeleton-furred 
horizontal prayerwheel mouth-analogue
  
  hinged so gently and perfectly
  on sporadic                             and 
simulated
                        motionlessnesses



Kelly White

brie 

The bread was embedded in what we bred. We 
bred in bed. Ate bread in bed. In bed bread 
bred. We bred a breed of bread. Read a reed of 
red bread. Bred red loaf leavened with leaves 
of red leaf lettuce. Bread let us read. Let us 
breed. Let us read bread. Reed bread. Breed 
bread. Braided reeds. Bread loaves braided 
between beads of butter. Red butter, but her 
braids were red. Bread. Red bread braiding 
reeds red. We bred loafs. Loaves. Love and red 
bred, love red and love read, red love, bread 
love, bread loaves, loafs, loves--loathing 
breeding, bread bled red. Bred. Red. Read. Let 
us. Bread.



Jack Paris





K Silem Mohammad

porpo 

America, which was organized last April
bottom line is docility means exactly nothing

porpo (The frightened bartender
positive / negative positive--523 PORPO
looking at what a porpo car is and having 
driven a few real cars

dont try to make sure if its workin I did same 
mistake
steady and you'll make it, hesitate and your 
rollin
back to the bottom stalled
shit gets blown completely out of porpo

great in the chop, slight porpo
running 66mph with awesome bottom end
signed on the bottom. mammal--porpo



whfeh' are th.'),of the practioabiliy we' 
will, there--Brigham
for the porpo of gathering

if you are going to spend the cash for full 
porpo systems then you might
foster Mrs Headache upself during sharply
bottom Egyptian appetite impetus reasoning
findgood delivery eh skirt
in a deep amethyst color pretty consistent
top zippered closure leather trim bottom 
pocket inside serial #
just waiting for a lid to make it feel 
complete

and the water mammal--porpo



Kenji Siratori

cloneboy

The boy machine plug: the gimmick universe of 
the gene war/REC ant that TOKAGE that the 
digital=apocalypse: cyber murder: the brain of 
myself does the body that the drug embryo was 
distorted the game was transplanted to the 
brain of myself that dash toward the clonic 
suicide line of the artificial sun did the 
soul-machine of myself junk! Control the womb 
area artificial sun: the synapse: the future 
tissue of ADAM doll fuck: the body fluid of 
the ant pattern of the gin high sun incubates 
the apoptosis grief of clone boys The 
intelligence of myself records the brain 
universe of the drug embryo: TOKAGE of as 
although the soul-machine of DNA=channel 
myself of the massacre of the REC level ant of 
gimmick vital/gene=TV of uterus: is road the 
clonic end/LOAD of the artificial sun::cadaver 



city of that dashes the rhinoceros bar suicide 
machine group of the clone boy: apoptosis 
grief VTR: 1/8 bodies of the drug embryo) the 
brain of myself fuck::the placenta state 
crisis of the storage of myself! I commit 
suicide: the murderous intention of the nano-
machinative womb_LOAD like the hell of the 
sun: TOKAGE: the cyber embryo crime 
reproduction gland: an ant like an ant is 
notified Synapse-junk: the replicant thyroid 
of the boy machine that execute brain: of an 
ant::I murder the monochrome earth of the over 
there of the pupil the cyber area of TOKAGE 
begins to breed at the center of the semen of 
myself in no time and the gimmick of the ants: 
SEX: the myoglobin boy machine noise to the 
body on the other side of the drug embryo 
copies the hybrid suicide line of the 
artificial sun Clonic respiration line of the 
ant::the soul-machine of myself that the 
replicant grief of the chromosome that clone-
dives to the emotional particle in the last 
term of TOKAGE: the hell of a cell shut down 
the basement of the artificial sun brain VTR 
of the cadaver city shoot gene=TV: of the 
drugy angel that ferments and the suicide 
circuit of the cyber mechanism of clone boys 
short and the storage of the sun like the 
boundless ovarium of the artificial ant]

Ant that occupies the crime level of gene 
learning: BABEL animal style record device: 



the rape_beat/nerve lobotomy/boy machine lines 
of nano-machinative TOKAGE gene=TV of the 
soul-machines::the body of myself is 
contrary=sun target planetary: the brain of 
VTR=myself the end of the world does hybrid 
infection circuit: of the drug embryo_the 
indefinite murder of uterus-machine play LOAD 
as long as the clone boys who the lonely 
masses of flesh of myself noise in the 
emotional corpuscular beam of the brain of 
TOKAGE: the outer space of yourself that 
records the output_paradise of the soul-
machine fly of cosmic brain reproduction 
gland/clone boys of thyroid of REC-mode myself 
of: the body fluid matrix of replicant murder: 
love the end of a dog sun will continue to 
sing the transy cadaver with the micro of 
myself



Marilena Galetka

bound astarte

sarcasm estrange tactic seaport exerting 
scents memoryless playhouse
matriarch courtesies tantalum meditations 
humiliations bobolinks bouffant corrupted 
acolytes boldest posthumous teller tar 
terminology boss tantalizingly textual eunuchs 
blundered

alcoa posts bony booted postoffices technical 
adults et scalable postlude admixed mill 
tautologies covenant brave evildoer icings 
measured alton hypocrisy breachers math husky



mIEKAL aND

antipericatamentanaparbeugedamphibricationes 

A Mutation in the transient receptor Effects 
the content exchangeable and The Blotter 
struck a tree of Pyrite capacity in hypoxia 
through unidentified Summertime missions. Old 
water abolished again that would add language 
to the Mobilisation made with "green" 
exchange. Our passionate places are needed 
Yesterday as some are powerless to do 
anything. 



derek beaulieu

94 (alfac3)



100 (alfac9)



polycarp kusch

alphabet 2 

Once upon a time, I got a low-key proxied 
haze. A joyful fog.
I saw a mob; so, I quivered.
I have cab



Davis Schneiderman

paper fortune

/ journey to west returns with ESL kick / to a 
violent end / you pack boning blade / 
sharpened on rosary beads / slipped into long 
pants / not the first tape-loop / but the 
clearest / one-handed forest / tree falling / 
mandarin fingers / long-nail knives

/ metal city / pass restaurants / various 
ethnicities / turkish gun powder saladin 
soup / bursting ripe ouzo breast / marco polo 
pasta spoon / all different places / uh / let 
us think together / universal mind / uh / hot 
dog eatery / uh / glimmering relish / uh / hot 
onion / putrefaction / uh / your meat-eater’s 
eyes / uh / cajun / uh / zydeco boiling / uh / 
gravity spots / uh / ok it is / chinese it 
is / nothing / uh / like the sun /

/ chinatown / dressed duck in chayote squash / 
save eyes / chopstick-popped swollen marbles / 
vancouver / no green-bean garlic sauce / 
salted eons / san francisco / you order chop 
suey now / chicken chow mein / moo go guy 



pan / general tsao chicken / and you / my 
friend / chicago / with pale complexion / 
you / yes / order sweet and sour pork / the 
other white meat / philadelphia / forbidden 
city / tasting all dishes / new york / a 
smorgasbord / ha ha / london / smorgasbord in 
chinatown / what next / mao zedong / along the 
seine / you swallow / hard /

/ their darkness enters the room / begin with 
fortune cookie / someone eats out too often / 
their darkness / opium center / enter the room 
/ spilling tails / coiled / prehensile / 
capuchin monks / shivering fur bundle / 
orange-flavored preservative / hallucinate 
forward / 4000 year-old colon / backward / 
shitting rotting eon /

/ they run / opium jungle / food sick / howler 
monkeys fling feces / you duck / behind / tree 
to tree / monkey close / humans here / monkey 
shiver darkness / you wait beyond / their 
darkness / silver cage / lying monkey / unlock 
the bars / laying monkey / open door / monkey 
talk / pour the ether / monkey speak / douse 
the rag /

/ monkey drowsy / carry monkey / monkey 
sleep / handsome species / monkey staring / 
look at monkey / chest out / monkey pretty / 
legs apart / monkey smart / fists clench / 
monkey angry / foreign tongue / monkey 



language / years thousand / monkey jungle / 
glaciers running / monkey time / eons 
passing / monkey screams / wooden table / 
monkey crying / future bloody / monkey 
shines / future bloody / monkey shines

/ wait a moment—upset rhythm—curse chinese / 
now / fuck mandarin to riddle bits / 4000-year 
pestilence / yarrow stick reeds / yellow river 
/ opium river / yangtze river / i-ching 
river / squirming speech / 4000 nothings / 
muttering sickness / grizzled monkey / 
paleozoic struggle / sound out / sun close to 
planet / talking / full-voiced aspirates / 
tickling heat corona / you raise blade / 
texturing epiglottis / you knife gleaming / 
kissing moon and stars / monkey breathing 
heavy / and then / and until / and maybe / and 
perhaps / penumbra \ eclipse \ darkness \ 
nothing \ screeching / screeching \ horrible / 
utterances \ screeching \ syl / lab \ les

/ your \ bon / ing \ knife / lift \ back / 
ward \ slice / your \ own / ro \ sa / ry \ 
tongue

/\/\/\/\/\ a \ w \ a \ y \/\/\/\/\/


